14 ABSTRACT
The thesis discusses the issue of criminal liability in the sport with a focus on
criminal liability of sport‘s injuries, doping and corruption. After a general
introduction to the definition of sport and sport‘s law, the author focuses on the
relationship between sport and law, especially criminal law. Subsequently, the thesis
is devoted to sport’s injuries from several points of view. At first, attention is paid to
the connection between the current Czech Criminal Code and liability for sport’s
injuries, especially with regard to the mandatory features of the offense. In addition,
it is briefly discussed the applicable circumstances excluding criminal liability. These
circumstances are also devoted to next chapter which is dealing with the basic
doctrinal theories formed abroad. The author attempts to bring his opinion on the
possible application of these theories in Czech law. The following chapter focuses on
the analysis of all relevant Czech criminal case law with an addition of one crucial
civil judicial decision on the field of liability for sport’s injuries. The thesis includes
also the chapter with foreign comparison where the author describes on the examples
of Germany, Austria, Poland, France and England how is dealt with these issue in
other relevant countries along with the most relevant particular judicial decisions and
special opinions. In the second half of thesis is attention paid firstly to issue of
doping in sport. The author analyses not only possible criminal liability of athletes in
relation to doping but a liability of coaches, officials and other relevant persons as
well. The final chapter is aimed at corrupt behavior in sport. In this chapter, the
author focuses on the current regulation of corruption in the Czech Criminal Code
and analysis of relevant case law. The main issue of case law is a concept of
procurement of matters in general interest and its application in sport, even in the
amateur one.
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